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Canon EOS Rebel T1i / 500D For Dummies 2009-06-24 veteran author julie adair king demystifies the high end
features of the new canon t1i the canon eos rebel t1i is the newest camera offered in canon s popular rebel line of
digital slrs and sells for less than 900 packed with page after page of full color images this hands on guide is aimed
at helping you make the most of the canon t1i s controls and shooting modes get ready to maximize the camera s
main functions in order to create effective digital photos bestselling author julie adair king brings her expertise in
the areas of digital cameras and photography and combines it with her fun and friendly writing style to offer you
helpful explanations and advice plus examples walk first time users of a digital slr camera through the basic
features as well as the software that accompanies the camera selling for under 900 the canon eos rebel t1i is a
consumer friendly digital camera ideal for first time owners shows you how to shoot in auto mode use live view and
playback modes and explore the on board controls demonstrates techniques for dialing in exposure and lighting
controls manipulating focus and color controls and handling situational shooting covers printing posting online and
other ways to share images picture this taking better digital photos than you ever thought possible with your canon
eos rebel t1i
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D 2013-03-20 practical full color guide to the world s bestselling dslr the canon
digital rebel
Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D Digital Field Guide 2012-10-10 master every detail of this exciting new
touchscreen dslr canon s new introductory level dslr camera boasts some revolutionary features that will be new
even to canon veterans this convenient guide effectively explains every button menu mode and function of the
rebel t4i 650d and it fits in your camera bag so you can easily refresh your memory during a shoot with step by step
descriptions of every action and feature plus color images of every control this little book will have you taking
charge of your camera in no time learn to use the touchscreen menus new silent autofocus feature and extended
iso range you ll also get suggestions for improving your shots in specific situations there s even a free gray and
color checker card to help you achieve perfect color and white balance every time the canon eos rebel t4i 650d
offers a touchscreen silent autofocus mode for better quality video shooting and a broader iso range for improved
photo quality in low light conditions this handy guide clearly explains every feature mode dial function and menu
illustrating the instructions with plenty of full color images explains how and when to use various features and
provides great advice on a number of common shooting situations convenient 6x9 inch trim size makes it easy to
take the book along for reference and the bonus gray and color checker card inside helps assure you of accurate
color canon eos rebel t4i 650d digital field guide is the perfect partner to help you get the most from your exciting
new canon dslr
Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D For Dummies 2011-08-16 the perfect guide to get you up and running with your
new canon dslr camera the canon eos rebel t3 1100d is a popular dslr camera for those moving up from point and
shoot for the first time this full color guide explains all the buttons dials and menus helping you understand your
camera and start using all its features plenty of colorful photos from the author s portfolio illustrate what you can
achieve the book covers shooting in auto mode using the onboard controls working with live view and managing
exposure focus color and lighting it also addresses specific shooting situations how to get your images from the
camera to the computer and tips on editing and sharing your photos canon s rebel t3 1100d is a popular starter
camera for those moving from point and shoot to slr this book helps dslr newcomers understand and use all the
controls covers using all the dials menus and modes working with live view and playback dialing in exposure and
managing lighting and shooting in auto mode explains how to get the best images in various situations addresses
how to get images from the camera to the computer editing techniques and how to print photos or post them online
full color photos from the author s collection show what you can achieve anyone moving up to dslr photography
with the canon t3 1100d will gain skill and confidence from this easy to follow guide
Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D For Dummies 2016-07-20 your canon eos rebel t6 1300d photography class in a book
the canon eos rebel t6 1300d offers dlsr users a tool to take photographs truly worth bragging about this book gives
you the pointers and easy to follow instruction you need to make sense of your new camera and start taking those
stunning shots right out of its box first it demystifies all the photography terms the pros use explains your canon
camera s menus and settings and shows how to take control of color focus and lighting once you have a grasp on
those skills you can apply your newfound knowledge to get better portraits action shots close ups and other images
if most of your photography experience has taken place behind the lens of a smartphone fear not you ll quickly and
easily learn all about your canon s tools for controlling focus and depth of field getting vivid color shooting
landscapes transferring your files to your computer and so much more get up to speed on your camera s settings
and menu options take quick auto mode shots or be creative with manual settings apply your knowledge to get
better portraits and action shots find tips for customizing your camera to suit your unique needs if you love to take
photos and want to up your game with a fantastic dslr camera canon rebel t6 1300d for dummies is your fast track
to getting picture perfect snaps in a flash
Canon EOS Rebel T1i/500D Digital Field Guide 2009 a full color guide to canon s exciting new dslr camera
whether it s your first dslr your first canon camera or simply a new tool for your photography your canon rebel t3i
600d has countless capabilities and you ll want to understand them all this book covers all the dials menus and
controls showing you how to use each one it explains how to change and use various lenses and offers advice on
exposure focus printing using flash sharing photos online and much more all with plenty of full color examples to
show what you can achieve canon s popular t3i 600d offers a vast array of options for the new dslr photographer
this book guides you through all the settings dials and menus explains how to use live view mode and record edit
and play back video provides tips and advice on working with exposure manipulating focus and color switching from
auto to manual controls and using lighting creatively shows how to get photos from the camera to the computer
then edit and manage them using different software packages illustrated with full color photos from the author
showing what you can achieve this fun and friendly book helps you to quickly and confidently take advantage of the
many creative possibilities offered by your new canon camera
Canon EOS Rebel T3i / 600D For Dummies 2011-05-31 the canon rebel eos t3i 600d is a powerful camera packed
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with new features covering every button menu and setting on your new canon eos rebel t3i the canon rebel eos t3i
600ddigital field guide can help you to achieve the most with your new camera chapter 1 setting up the eos rebel
t3i 600d this chapter identifies every button dial and indicator on your camera and walks you through setting up
your canon t3i for immediate use chapter 2 controlling exposure and focus this chapter teaches you how each of
your camera s modes functions from fully automatic to the daunting manual mode it also covers how to adjust key
exposure settings such as iso shutter speed and aperture chapter 3 getting great color and adding creative effects
within this chapter you ll discover how properly adjust white balance change color space or apply creative filter
effects in camera chapter 4 customizing the eos rebel t3i 600d this section will teach you to personalize your
camera by customizing key features such as exposure or autofocus to fit your personal preferences chapter 5
shooting with a live view on the lcd this chapter covers how to set up work and shoot in live view chapter 6 using
movie mode chapter 6 covers how to get the most of your movie mode by knowing some of the basics like
recording and playing back your videos chapter 7 working with flash this chapter explores your flash options from
shooting with the built in flash modifying flash exposure shooting with a speedlite or using a wireless flash and
much more chapter 8 exploring lenses and accessories chapter 8 offers key advice on choosing the best lenses and
accessories for your canon t3i including recommendations for a variety of budgets and skill levels chapter 9 the
elements of exposure and composition this chapter gives a primer on the fundamentals of exposure and
composition to help you take the best possible photos now that you know how to make all necessary adjustments to
your camera settings appendix how to use the gray card and color checker a bonus gray card and color checker are
provided to help you get the color right on every shot this appendix teaches you how to make the most of this great
add on the canon rebel eos t3i 600ddigital field guide is a friendly efficient clearly illustrated guide that will enable
you to confidently capture beautiful images with your new canon eos rebel t3i
Canon EOS Rebel T3i / 600D Digital Field Guide 2011-04-22 this is the latest in canon s entry level best selling
rebel camera series the lightest d slr on the market it offers high value features including 10 1 megapixels and
canon quality
Canon EOS Rebel XS EOS 1000D 2009 everything you need to get you up and running fast with the canon eos
digital rebel xsi x450d
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D 2008-08-18 the straightforward guide to the new canon eos rebel t2i 550d
popular tech blog gizmodo com called the canon eos rebel t2i 550d an incredible camera everything a first dslr
should be with 1080p digital video capability and an 18 megapixel sensor that improves low light shooting all for
under 900 the accolades are well earned and for less than 30 you can learn how to maximize your digital
photography experience packed with more than 300 color photos and 100 color screen captures throughout this
beginner book walks you through the camera s controls features and shooting modes if you re new to the canon eos
rebel t2i 550d this fun and friendly guide shifts you out of automatic mode and helps you shoot memorable digital
photos aimed at first time dslr users looking for a guide that clearly and patiently explains the features and controls
of the canon eos rebel t2i 550d explores the on board controls and situational shooting addresses using live view
and playback modes explains dialing in exposure and lighting controls details how to edit print post online and
other ways to share images spells out how to manipulate focus and color controls canon eos rebel t2i 550d for
dummies delivers a straightforward look through the lens of your dslr
Canon EOS Rebel T2i / 550D For Dummies 2010-05-13 action beauty adventure and art start capturing
memories today canon eos rebel t7i 800d for dummies is your ultimate guide to taking spectacular photos no
photography experience required the eos rebel offers professional features that camera phones just cannot match
and this book shows you how to take advantage of these features to take stunning photos in any situation first you
ll take a tour of the controls to learn what everything does where to find it and how to use it next you ll walk
through the automatic scene and manual modes to learn the strengths and weaknesses of each and how to choose
a mode based on your goals for that particular photo you ll learn how to capture action shots take beautiful
portraits and get as artsy as you want to get as you adjust for color lighting and focus and control exposure for
different effects taking great photos doesn t have to be difficult your camera offers everything you need to perfectly
capture any scene and this book provides clear easy to follow instruction to help you take full advantage of these
professional tools get acquainted with your camera s controls shoot in automatic scene or manual mode compose
shots and work with lighting like a pro adjust for focus color depth of field and more whether you re taking pictures
at a party shooting scenery on vacation catching action at a ball game or just wandering around capturing
spontaneous moments of beauty awesome photos are just a few simple steps away your canon eos rebel t7i 800d is
equipped with the tools to make any scene share worthy and canon eos rebel t7i 800d for dummies equips you to
start snapping professional quality photos today
Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D For Dummies 2017-08-07 get the best results from your camera shoot breathtaking
portraits and action photos take control of color focus and exposure shoot like a pro with your canon dslr
photographers who like full control over all aspects of their images use digital slr cameras and the canon eos rebel
t8i 850d gives you that power plus the ability to shoot video in 4k resolution and edit images right in the camera in
twelve easy to follow chapters veteran photography author julie adair king helps you understand the basics of
photography the tools in your camera and proven techniques that will produce shots that even pros will envy inside
customize your camera get a grip on technical stuff choose the best shooting mode solve exposure problems
manipulate image focus record 4k video shoot and convert raw photos connect to a smartphone or tablet
Canon EOS Rebel T8i/850D For Dummies 2020-11-19 this complete illustrated guide will fully equip its readers
to master this system s exciting features and potential aimed at beginners stepping up to dslr photography the
canon rebel t6s eos 760d is the new flagship model for the company s line of interchangeable lens dslr cameras
which inherits a broad range of features from the mid range eos 70d it is launched simultaneously with the rebel t6i
eos 750d a cheaper model with fewer features although their body designs are notably different the two models
essentially have only slight differences the layout and controls of the t6s are intended to appeal to a higher end
photographer and include a top mounted lcd display the rear panel four way controller is replaced by a control dial
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interface making it appealing for the t6s to serve as a second body alongside a higher end canon model internally
the t6s contains a 24 2 megapixel cmos image sensor the highest resolution yet provided by a canon aps c format
dslr output is handled by a digic 6 image processor this combination provides an iso sensitivity range of 100 12 800
expandable to 25 600 and a burst rate of five frames per second the t6s can automatically disable the lcd monitor
when the viewfinder is brought to the eye due to a proximity sensor above the eyepiece it also features a single
axis electronic level function and offers several live view and movie mode capabilities not found in the t6i it can also
adjust focus between frames in burst mode live view shooting to capture high dynamic range movies and to
digitally zoom movies during capture by cropping the sensor window both cameras offer 19 point cross type phase
detection autofocus with hybrid cmos af iii autofocus improving performance and tracking in live view shooting they
also have 7 560 pixel rgb ir metering sensors and locking mode dials their viewfinders include the intelligent
viewfinder overlay function a rebel series first in camera wi fi networking with active nfc near field communication
allows the camera to pair with compatible android devices also included is silent shooting mode support flicker
detection and lens distortion correction
CANON EOS REBEL T2I 2010 a comprehensive guide to the canon eos rebel t5i 700d camera written by bestselling
for dummies author julie adair king expert author and photography instructor julie adair king is exactly who you
want to explain canon s hot new rebel t5i 700d camera for you her friendly step by step style honed to a fine point
from helping over 300 000 readers use their cameras will have you snapping great shots on the new rebel in no
time find all the info you need backed by clear images of camera controls and menus so you know exactly what she
s explaining when she s explaining it more than 300 fabulous full color photos help you see what you and your dslr
rebel t5i 700d can achieve canon s eos rebel t5i 700d is an entry level dslr camera from canon and features an 18
megapixel sensor full 1080 video capability 5fps shooting and a 3 inch viewscreen covers how to shoot in auto
mode manage playback organize your images and get better results from exposure lighting focus and color gives
you professional editing tricks and offers plenty of beautiful full color images so you can see what you can achieve
popular bestselling author julie adair king author has written more than 15 for dummies books on nikon and canon
cameras and she helps you really get a feel for the camera canon eos rebel t5i 700d for dummies there s so much
here to get you on your way to taking great photos
Canon EOS Rebel T6s/760D and T6i/750D 2015-10 this book is for anyone who upgrades from their point and
shoot or first dslr to a canon rebel t1i 500d and wants to get the best shots possible but isn t sure what to do next
there s the manual of course as well as competing books and while they all tell camera owners often in 400 pages
what the camera can do none of them shows them exactly how to use their camera to create great images this
book has one goal to teach canon rebel t1i 500d owners how to make great shots using their canon camera it
teaches them how to use their t1i 500d to create the type of photographs that inspired them to buy the camera in
the first place everything in the book is in service of creating a great image starting with the top things they need to
know about their camera the author then carefully guides readers through the modes of the camera users will get
practical advice from a pro on which settings to use when great shooting tips and even end of chapter assignments
that will allow t1i 500d owners to immediately put to use all the great info in each chapter
Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For Dummies 2013-07-22 now that you ve bought the amazing canon eos rebel t2i 550d
you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera s features to show you exactly how to use the rebel to take
great pictures with canon eos rebel t2i 550d from snapshots to great shots you get the perfect blend of
photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level beautifully illustrated
with large vibrant photos this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get the image you want
every time you pick up the camera follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide photographer and
author jeff revell and you will learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the rebel use the rebel
s automatic modes to get better shots right away move on to the creative zone where you have full control over the
look and feel of your images master the photographic basics of composition focus depth of field and much more
learn all the best tricks and techniques for getting great action shots landscapes and portraits find out how to get
great shots in low light fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go with assignments at the end of every
chapter with canon eos rebel t2i 550d from snapshots to great shots you ll learn not only what makes a great shot
work you ll learn how to get that shot using your rebel and once you ve got the shot show it off join the book s flickr
group share your photos and discuss how you use your rebel to get great shots at flickr com groups
canonrebelt2i550dfromsnapshotstogreatshots
Canon Rebel T1i/500D 2009-10-09 a photography class in a book your canon eos rebel t7 1400d provides enough
camera power to take the pro style shots you ve dreamed of shooting and this book shows you how canon eos rebel
t7 1400d for dummies bridges the gap between taking quick shots in auto mode and taking charge of the settings
that offer full control of your pictures focus color and light balance take a peek inside to discover all the expert tips
and tricks to take brag worthy portraits action shots and close ups in a flash no matter your subject you ll get all the
know how and instruction you need to get the picture perfect shot every time get started with automatic and
creative modes take full control of exposure to achieve better results understand the settings that control light and
color follow steps on properly using flash even if you ve never picked up a dslr camera this friendly guide makes it
fast and easy to unlock all your powerful canon has to offer
Canon EOS Rebel T2i / 550D 2010-06-23 learn to use every feature of your canon t3 1100d and get great shots
every time digital field guides offer step by step information about digital camera controls as well as tips and
techniques for getting great photos in various common situations this handy guide perfectly sized to fit in a camera
bag explains how to use every button dial and setting on your rebel t3 1100d and also covers using the improved
hd video features and in camera movie editing options illustrated with the author s outstanding photos the book
provides recipes for getting the photo you want in any environment the eos rebel t3 1100d is canon s newest entry
level dslr camera offering a streamlined and simplified experience for new dslr users this book explains every
camera control showing you how to use all the buttons dials and settings cover the exciting new hd video features
and offers suggestions for getting outstanding shots in common shooting situations small trim design makes it easy
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to take this guide along whenever you use your camera includes a gray card and color checker card used to
maintain accurate color and white balance new dslr camera users will get up to speed quickly with the easy to
follow guidance in this handy field guide
Canon EOS Rebel T7/2000D For Dummies 2018-08-21 capturing greatness with the canon eos rebel t5 1200d is
just a click away congratulations on your new canon not sure where to begin no worries canon eos rebel t5 1200d
for dummies makes it easy to cut through the intimidation of working with your dslr camera to get great shots
without breaking a sweat with this hands on friendly guide you ll discover how to get a feel for your camera shoot in
auto mode shift to manual settings to take full control of your photos adjust lighting focus and color manage
playback options learn basic troubleshooting and much more truly stunning and impressive pictures are at your
fingertips shows you how find and set camera controls to adjust exposure lighting focus and color explains how to
load images to a computer for organizing editing and sharing provides tips on how to control your camera to get the
shot you want makes learning fast easy and fun with full color photos if you re a new camera owner looking to get
great shots that your phone simply can t capture canon eos rebel t5 1200d for dummies makes it easier
Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Digital Field Guide 2011-06-09 this canon rebel was more responsible for introducing
autofocus slr photography to a wide public than any other canon it s small lightweight easy to operate and perfect
for amateurs and whatever model you own or hope to purchase this will help you understand how to take
advantage of all your camera s features from the information displays to focusing and metering to choosing an
exposure there are hints on composition and coverage of lenses filters and other accessories
Canon EOS Rebel T5/1200D For Dummies 2014-07-07 the rebel t6i and rebel t6i cameras are referred to as sibling
devices taken from one dslr line in february 2015 canon usa announced their intention regarding the popular line
and promised its release for the end of april in the same year the t6s also dubbed 760d has been considered by
reviewers to be canon s current model for the rebel line the rebel t6i or 750d as it is also known since its release
has become known for its low cost appeal to buyers in the market the devices both come equipped with an
autofocus system in the form of a hybrid cmos auto focus 3 this enables autofocus accuracy and speed while
capturing movies or during use of the camera s live view feature also similar between the devices is the iso
sensitivity that ranges from one hundred to twelve thousand eight hundred there continuous shooting capabilities
of approximately five frames per second and a nineteen point auto focus system the t6s and t6i also come designed
with an interactive three inch swivelling display equipped with touchscreen functions and boasting one point zero
four million dots the new members of the rebel line also share wi fi and nfc connectivity and 1080p movie recording
capabilities at approximately thirty frames per second the t6s camera differs from the earlier rebel lines with the
innovative lcd panel located to the top of the device a quick lockable control dial on the back of the camera a built
in hdr for video shooting a parallel level guide and a servo auto focus during an active live view feature the servo
feature is designed to enable users to monitor video capturing during burst shooting it is most suited for the
advanced photographer and mixes technology with modernity the rebel t6i boasts a three inch lcd monitor with
clearview 2 technology that allows for use at varied angles continuous shooting at high speeds system designed for
analyzing eos scenes and innovative creative filters despite the differences both devices offer users the highest
quality as is now expected from canon s rebel line buyers this manual has been designed to widen the pool of
knowledge concerning both devices and will seek to educate the populace on the features being offered it is hoped
that at the end of the guide each user will be adequately outfitted with the requisite knowledge to maximize the
enjoyment of the device as intended
Canon EOS Rebel 2000 (EOS) 300 1999 the canon eos t6i and t6s known as the 760d and 750d outside of u s
are powerful new cameras intended for amateurs to semi professionals who want to jump into photography with the
control and capabilities of a dslr while the camera manual explains what the camera can do it doesn t show exactly
how to use the camera to create great images that s where canon eos t6i t6s from snapshots to great shots comes
in starting with the top ten things users need to know about the camera author jeff revell carefully guides readers
through the operating features readers get practical advice from a pro on which settings to use when great
shooting tips and end of chapter assignments from snapshots to great shots is a beautiful how to photography
series that provides the perfect blend of instruction inspiration and reference for specific camera models and
photography concepts featuring a clear elegant design outstanding images that educate and inspire and a friendly
accessible voice this series helps photographers get great shots every time they pick up their camera dp review has
strongly endorsed this new rebel camera system which represents a major upgrade from the t5i camera providing a
complete body and lens system both the t6i and t6s are made available as kits with zoom lenses and include many
feature upgrades perhaps most significantly a new 24 2mp aps c cmos sensor up from 18mp on the t5i 700d
coupled with a new 7560 pixel rgb ir metering sensor for more accurate metering also for the first time for the rebel
line both cameras offer built in wi fi connectivity and nfc key t6i t6s camera features 24 2mp aps c cmos sensor 19
point autofocus system hybrid cmos af iii focus system live view 7560 pixel rgb ir metering sensor with skin tone
detection 3 fully articulating touchscreen lcd eye sensor for use with optical viewfinder t6s only lcd information
display on top plate t6s only quick control dial on rear t6s only 5 fps continuous shooting 1080 30p video servo af in
live view t6s only wi fi with nfc
Canon EOS Rebel T6i /T6s: The Complete Guide (750D/760D) 2015-07-02 the new canon eos rebel xs is
designed to capture the perfect photos but if you re new to slrs digital photography can be a bit intimidating canon
eos rebel xs 1000d for dummies shows you how to get the most out of this digital camera taking advantage of its
10 1 megapixel cmos sensor with digic iii image processor this book offers explanations of all the controls and
menus suggestions to make using lenses a breeze and picture taking advice to give you the confidence to start
shooting fantastic photos you ll learn to manage aperture shutter speed and iso and work with the auto lighting
optimizer to enhance your creativity you ll also discover how to handle and manipulate lenses get creative with
exposure lighting and color balance download organize print and share your photos see how to use the live view
mode adjust settings and get great shots in automatic or manual mode use autofocus with live view set white
balance and choose a color space work with canon s downloading tools prepare images for print and create friendly
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files get great photos in automatic modes follow ten speedy editing tricks avoid motion blur and noise check focus
by magnifying the view capture action scenic vistas and close ups print from rhe zoombrowser ex imagebrowser
you ve invested in the canon eos rebel xs so it makes sense to learn the best techniques for using this camera
canon eos rebel xs 1000d for dummies gives you the knowledge to become a pro
Canon EOS Rebel T6s / T6i (760D / 750D) 2015-08-13 a complete full color guide to canon s popular and complex
dslr camera canon s new eos rebel t1i is packed with features both refined and new this guide covers them all
helping you get the most from your investment whether you re new to slr photography or a first time rebel t1i user
designed to go wherever your camera goes the canon eos rebel t1i 500d digital field guide covers all the settings
and how to use them as well as step by step techniques to help you get the best shots in various situations explains
all the camera s controls and settings and how to make effective use of them walks you through shooting hd video
with the exclusive video feature offers professional tips and suggestions for getting the best shots in a wide
selection of settings and environments illustrated with more than 200 full color professional photographs discusses
how to use the eos system of lenses and speedlites convenient size fits in your camera bag for ready reference
wherever you take pictures canon eos rebel t1i 500d digital field guide is an indispensable accompaniment to your
rebel t1i dslr
Canon EOS Rebel XS / 1000D For Dummies 2011-01-07 all you need to know to use the latest exciting new dslr
camera from canon if you want to get great photos from canon s new rebel t5i 700d dslr camera you ve come to the
right place this practical book takes you step by step through each button mode function and feature of the hot new
rebel t5i 700d so you ll be able to shoot with confidence even in challenging situations packed with beautiful full
color photographs and illustrations this handy guide also reveals tricks and techniques that professionals use to
snap super shots and capture compelling hd video you ll want to keep this helpful reference on hand uses an easy
to follow style to help you get the most out of the canon eos rebel t5i 700d camera s 18 megapixel sensor superb
digic 5 image processor and 5 frames per second fps shooting speed walks you step by step through every button
dial and menu option so you re ready for action when the time comes includes over 200 full color photographs to
illustrate techniques features and functions enables enthusiasts and advanced amateurs to shoot with ease in the
most challenging circumstances whether stills or hd video features a grey color checker card that will help you
gauge and capture perfect white balance and color in any environment if you want to get the very most out of your
canon eos rebel t5i 700d read the guide that knows it inside and out canon eos rebel t5i 700d digital field guide
Canon EOS Rebel T1i / 500D Digital Field Guide 2009-06-15 david busch s canon eos rebel t7i 800d guide to
digital slr photography is your complete all in one comprehensive resource and reference for the canon eos rebel t7i
800d the first canon camera to offer in body five axis image stabilization for video capture aimed at photo
enthusiasts seeking to improve their photographic skills the t7i 800d is an affordable digital slr with an impressive
range of features including including wi fi communications to link your camera to your ios or android smart device
with this book in hand the camera is remarkably easy to master too equipped with a 24 megapixel sensor full hd
movie making an accurate autofocus system and a full range of semi automatic modes scene options and creative
filters this newest rebel has everything you need to explore the world of photography p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0
0px 0 0px font 12 0px times new roman p p2 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px times new roman min
height 15 0px with clear how to steps and full color illustrations david busch s canon eos rebel t7i 800d guide to
digital slr photography covers all the camera s capabilities in depth from taking your first photos through advanced
details of setup exposure lenses lighting and more also included is a handy canon rebel t7i 800d roadmap an easy
to use visual guide to the camera s features and controls with best selling author and mentor david busch as your
guide you ll be in full creative control whether you re shooting on the job as an advanced hobbyist or are just out for
fun start building your knowledge and confidence while bringing your vision to light with the canon eos rebel t7i
800d today
Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D Digital Field Guide 2013-07-10 the canon rebel t6 eos 1300d is a budget friendly entry
level dslr an upgrade on the extremely popular rebel t5 eos 1200d this book offers the perfect guide to mastering
the full creative possibilities of this camera
David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D Guide to Digital SLR Photography 2017-06-30 a comprehensive
guide with step by step practical tips on how to get the most out of this versatile camera the rebel t4i eos 650d is
the latest in a long line of rebel xxxd series of dslr cameras that began with the digital rebel 300d camera of 2003
the rebel t4i eos 650d builds on the strengths of its predecessors making it the most refined model in the series to
date the camera features some intriguing new technology the most significant change is the hybrid cmos af system
that improves the speed of focus when shooting still images and movies in live view it s also the first canon dslr that
can continuously autofocus when recording movies sound is important to the shooting of movies and the rebel t4i
eos 650d is equipped with a stereo microphone a first for the rebel series as well as a jack to plug in an external
microphone the rebel t4i eos 650d is also the first canon dslr to feature a touch sensitive lcd virtually all of the
camera s operations can be set using the 3in 7 7cm lcd rather than using the physical buttons on the camera body
this includes setting menu functions selecting the focus point in live view and even firing the shutter once focus has
been locked to make the use of the lcd easier the panel is hinged and can be set in a variety of positions allowing
the camera to be used overhead or down low close to the ground more easily
Canon Rebel T6/EOS 1300D 2016-09-07 now that you ve bought the amazing canon eos rebel t4i 650d you need
a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera s features to show you exactly how to use the camera to take great
pictures with canon eos rebel t4i 650d from snapshots to great shots you get the perfect blend of photography
instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level beautifully illustrated with large
vibrant photos this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get the image you want every time
you pick up the camera follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide photographer and author jeff revell
and you will learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the rebel use the rebel s automatic
modes to get better shots right away move on to the creative zone where you have full control over the look and
feel of your images master the photographic basics of composition focus depth of field and much more learn all the
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best tricks and techniques for getting great action shots landscapes and portraits find out how to get great shots in
low light fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go with assignments at the end of every chapter and
once you ve got the shot show it off join the book s flickr group share your photos and discuss how you use your
rebel to get great shots at flickr com groups canonrebelt4i650dfromsnapshotstogreatshots
Canon Rebel T4i / EOS 650D 2012-01-01 finally an easy to understand manual that is a match for the camera it
describes gary friedman s book on the canon digital rebel xsi dslr provides a complete instruction manual which
explains each feature in plain english and provides hundreds of visual examples as well if you ve been looking for
the fastest and most enjoyable path to proficiency with your camera you ve found it in this 415 page book you ll
learn what every mode knob and button do in plain easy to understand text the secrets of taking outstanding
photos that make people say wow all about the 7 flash modes including an entire chapter on wireless flash the most
common digital jargon and what it all means to you get the most out of your investment learn about your camera
and improve your photography at the same time this book is also available as an instantly downloadable full color
pdf file for only usd 24 93 at friedmanarchives com rebelxsi
Canon EOS Rebel T4i / 650D 2012-10-03 through easy to follow lessons this handy book offers a complete class on
digital photography tailored specifically for people who use the canon eos digital rebel t1i 500d this is not your
typical camera guide rather than just show you what all the buttons do it teaches you how to use the digital rebel s
features to make great photographs including professional looking images of people landscapes action shots close
ups night shots hd video and more with ben long s creative tips and technical advice you have the perfect camera
bag friendly reference that will help you capture stunning pictures anywhere anytime the canon eos digital rebel t1i
500d companion will show you how to take creative control and go beyond automatic settings learn the basic rules
of composition capture decisive moments including fast moving objects discover ways to use a flash indoors and
outdoors learn about different lenses and the best time to use them understand the options for shooting raw and
whether it s right for you use the digital rebel s ability to shoot high definition video
The Complete Guide to Canon's Rebel XSI / 450D Digital SLR Camera (B&W Edition) 2008-08-01 now that you ve
bought the amazing canon eos rebel t5i 700d you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera s features to
show you exactly how to use the camera to take great pictures with canon eos rebel t5i 700d from snapshots to
great shots you get the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to
the next level beautifully illustrated with large vibrant photos this book teaches you how to take control of your
photography to get the image you want every time you pick up the camera follow along with your friendly and
knowledgeable guide photographer and author jeff revell and you will learn the top ten things you need to know
about shooting with the rebel use the rebel s automatic modes to get better shots right away move on to the
creative zone where you have full control over the look and feel of your images master the photographic basics of
composition focus depth of field and much more learn all the best tricks and techniques for getting great action
shots landscapes and portraits find out how to get great shots in low light fully grasp all the concepts and
techniques as you go with assignments at the end of every chapter and once you ve got the shot show it off join the
book s flickr group share your photos and discuss how you use your rebel to getgreat shots at flickr com groups
t5i700dfromsnapshotstogreatshots
The Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D Companion 2009-07-14 get up to speed on your canon sl1 100d and
enter the world of dslr photography canon s eos rebel sl1 100d is for photographers who prefer a smaller
lightweight camera that still offers heavyweight features this full color guide explains how to get better photos from
an sl1 written by professional photographer doug sahlin this book explains the camera s controls and shooting
modes it also shows how to take creative control by moving out of auto mode you ll also learn how to manage and
edit your images shoot video use autofocus and get troubleshooting advice features a full color format that shows
you the camera controls and menus explaining what each is for and how to use them all demonstrates how to use
the new autofocus feature manage playback options and shoot video helps you graduate to manual mode and learn
to control exposure lighting focus and color covers downloading organizing editing and sharing photos canon eos
rebel sl1 100d for dummies gives you the knowledge and confidence to make the move to dslr photography using
the canon eos rebel sl1 100d which is perfect for photographers who ve been waiting for a smaller dslr with big
features
Canon EOS Rebel T5i / 700D 2013-08-08 aa guide to the canon rebel t3i and t3 camera describes the camera s
controls lighting composition lenses and ways to download and edit photographs
Canon EOS Rebel SL1/100D For Dummies 2013-07-12 do you wish to master the canon rebel eos t81 850d
camera and take professional still photographs then read on this guide is solely for the canon eos rebel t38i850d
camera the guide discussed in detail all of the basic settings in the latest camera that are essential for professional
photographers and individuals who just want to get more out of their pictures by using advanced cameras like the
canon camera what makes this book the best go to guide for the beginners is the use of icons for proper
representation of functions this book also makes use of a lot of pictures for easy understanding of concepts the
book has been divided into chapters for easy reference let s get started scroll up and click the buy now with 1 click
button
Canon Eos Rebel T3i/T3 2011 the canon eos t6i and t6s known as the 760d and 750d outside of u s are powerful
new cameras intended for amateurs to semi professionals who want to jump into photography with the control and
capabilities of a dslr while the camera manual explains what the camera can do it doesn t show exactly how to use
the camera to create great images that s where canon eos t6i t6s from snapshots to great shots comes in starting
with the top ten things users need to know about the camera author jeff revell carefully guides readers through the
operating features readers get practical advice from a pro on which settings to use when great shooting tips and
end of chapter assignments from snapshots to great shots is a beautiful how to photography series that provides
the perfect blend of instruction inspiration and reference for specific camera models and photography concepts
featuring a clear elegant design outstanding images that educate and inspire and a friendly accessible voice this
series helps photographers get great shots every time they pick up their camera dp review has strongly endorsed
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this new rebel camera system which represents a major upgrade from the t5i camera providing a complete body
and lens system both the t6i and t6s are made available as kits with zoom lenses and include many feature
upgrades perhaps most significantly a new 24 2mp aps c cmos sensor up from 18mp on the t5i 700d coupled with a
new 7560 pixel rgb ir metering sensor for more accurate metering also for the first time for the rebel line both
cameras offer built in wi fi connectivity and nfc key t6i t6s camera features 24 2mp aps c cmos sensor 19 point
autofocus system hybrid cmos af iii focus system live view 7560 pixel rgb ir metering sensor with skin tone
detection 3 fully articulating touchscreen lcd eye sensor for use with optical viewfinder t6s only lcd information
display on top plate t6s only quick control dial on rear t6s only 5 fps continuous shooting 1080 30p video servo af in
live view t6s only wi fi with nfc
Canon Rebel T1i/500D : from Snapshots to Great Shots 2010 through several easy to follow lessons this
handy book offers a complete class on digital photography tailored specifically for people who use the canon eos
digital rebel xs 1000d this is not your typical camera guide rather than just show you what all the buttons do this
book teaches you how to use various digital rebel xs 1000d features to make great photographs including
professional looking images of people landscapes action shots close ups night shots and more the canon eos digital
rebel xs 1000d companion is the perfect reference for your camera bag written by professional photographer ben
long it s packed with creative tips and technical advice to help you capture stunning pictures anywhere anytime
with this book you ll learn how to take creative control and go beyond automatic settings learn the basic rules of
composition capture decisive moments including fast moving objects discover ways to use a flash indoors and
outdoors learn about different lenses and the best time to use them understand the options for shooting raw and
whether it s right for you there are plenty of photography books but only this one teaches you how to take high
quality digital photos using the exact camera model you own plenty of full color examples show you what s possible
once you graduate from snapshots and focus on the pictures you really want to take
Canon Rebel EOS T8i/850D User Manual 2021-01-16
Canon EOS Rebel T6s/T6i 2015-08-19
The Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D Companion 2008-11-04
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